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Dear Friends of SKS GERMANY,

The SKS world is orange – a colour, so powerful, cre-

ative and vibrant. A colour that fits perfectly in the 

2020 edition of our magazine: What would the world 

be without all the dedicated, imaginative and ext-

raordinary people who use our products each day?

Meet Bamboobasti who is on a journey around the 

world on his bamboo bike – to plant trees. Go on 

a search for meaningfulness in the Himalayas with 

adventurer Harald Philipp and let yourself be ins-

pired by Herman Braun and his love of the racing 

compressor. Did you know that Uwe Rohde used to 

be an avid racing cyclist? Find out more about this 

in the interview that we did with the well-known 

actor.

We also give you valuable tips and invite you to dis-

cover our innovative new products. Enjoy looking 

through the orange-coloured SKS glasses!

Ride on !
Your team at SKS GERMANY
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THE NEW AIRSTEP DIGI
MADE IN GERMANY

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/airspy/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/levermen-reifenheber-set/


Als Mitglied beim „Unternehmen FahrRad!“ enga-
giert sich SKS GERMANY für die Förderung des 
Radverkehrs in Deutschland. Gemeinsames Ziel 
ist es, den Radverkehrsanteil in Deutschland zu 
steigern und Politik, Wirtschaft und Verbänden 
das große Potenzial des Fahrrads als Verkehrsmit-
tel, im Tourismus, beim Umweltschutz und in der 
Gesundheitsvorsorge deutlich zu machen. 
Zudem ist es dem Unternehmen eine Herzensan-
gelegenheit, Radsportler und Teams zu fördern. 
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Cycling is healthy, environmentally friendly and 
boost performance. SKS Germany recognised this 
a long time ago and has received certification as a 
bike-friendly company. A bike storage room was 
set up with e-bike charging stations, drying facili-
ties and changing rooms to make the commute to 
work by bike more attractive. So far, around 100 
SKS employees take advantage of the company 
bike leasing option. 

SKS GERMANY 
gets people onto their bikes

The German National Cyclists’ Association (ADFC) 
certified SKS GERMANY as a “bike-friendly employer” 
in 2018.  

SKS GERMANY employees and friends before the start of the SKS 

BIKE MARATHON at the Megasport Festival 2019. 

“We also support many regional and national bike 
events”, says marketing manager Sarah Bauk-
mann. “Through our commitment, we would like 
to encourage as many people as possible to take 
up cycling, thus making a small contribution to 
environmental and climate protection.”

Quelle: AGFS

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/


Weight: 18 g

Pressure: 8.3 bar/120 PSI

Valve: SCHRADER + PRESTA

Contents: 2 pcs.
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The obligatory thumb pressure test before a bike 

tour is now no longer needed. This is now done by 

the AIRSPY tyre pressure sensor. Once mounted 

on the valve, it constantly monitors the tyre pres-

sure and transmits the real-time data to compa-

tible bike computers or smartphones with the SKS 

MYBIKE app. The inconspicuous air spy sounds an 

alarm should pressure deviations be detected, 

thus preventing the notorious “slow puncture”.

DO NOT RELY ON 
THE RULE OF THUMB 
IS NOT A RULE

AIRSPY 
THE DIGITAL 

TYRE PRESSURE SENSOR

MORE INFO ¬ SKS-GERMANY.COM

Bring your performance to a new level:
 

¬ Better safety & riding comfort

¬ Less tyre wear

¬ Improved braking distance

¬ Best puncture protection

kompatibel

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/airspy/


UWE ROHDE
ONE MAN – TWO WORLDS

08-09

Actor, opera singer, clown and cycling ambassador. Uwe Rohde is a jack of all trades. He 
gives his all with his acting talent in many films. Uwe Rohde was a guest of SKS GERMANY 
at the presentation of TEAM SKS SAUERLAND NRW and explained in an interview why 
cycling has always been part of his life.

In your youth you were a professional racing cyclist. Do you still like to hit the pedals today?
It is true that in my youth at the start of the 1970s I raced as a member of the Wuppertal 
cycling club “Endspurt 08”. But I was a far cry from being a racing cyclist. I put a great 
effort into the races back them in the Ruhr region but without success – always with the 
hope and belief that I would be a real racing cyclist one day. Unfortunately, it was a 
childhood dream. However, I kept the great passion and fervour for cycling in the end. 

What exactly fascinates you about cycling?
From a young age, I was fascinated by distance, the wide world. In the mid 1960s, my 
parents still didn’t own a car and my range of activity was limited to the school route and a 
few blocks around my home. My mobility changed suddenly when I was about nine years of 
age and got my first bike that had been cobbled together. The new experience of freedom and 
adventure gave me boundless inspiration in the truest sense of the word and every bike tour 
that I made felt like a journey. 

How did you get your role as vice president of the German Cycling Federation?
I have been vice president for communication in the Schleswig-Holstein Regional Cycling 
Association for a few years. I had initial discussions and considerations with the federal 
executive board at the 2017 national annual general meeting as to whether I could envisage 
getting involved at national level. These thoughts intensified in the spring and in April 2019 
I finally stood for election at the annual general meeting.

You were born in Gladbeck. What made you move to the far north?
The north is very close to my heart and I enjoy living in Dithmarschen close to the North 
Sea. The quality of life here allows me to recharge my batteries and provides a haven of 
peace to balance out my career. Cycling on my bike through the flat countryside in my 
free time is a great pleasure for me. 

You were also an acclaimed opera singer in addition to your acting. Are you still active as a 
musician? 
Music has taken a prominent position in my work and I love music. In order to answer the 
question correctly, I should provide an explanation of the definition “active musician” 
… but I will just respond with “yes”.

You completed training as a clown. Do you sometimes put on your red nose? 
My life is colourful and the red nose adds a splash of colour now and then.

Are you currently working on a project? 
Up until a few days ago I was standing in front of the camera for the ARD production 
“Coast Pilots” and I play the pilot Kalle Kröger at Husum Airport in the movie. It will 
certainly be an entertaining, must-see movie that will probably be released in spring 2020.

»I felt that every bike 
tour was a journey.« 
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CIRCULAR TOUR

OF SAUERLAND

NEHEIM

SUNDERN

ESLOHE

ARNSBERG

ROUTE

Difficulty level: difficult

Length: 136.5 km

Ascent: 1500 m

Descent: 1500 m

Highest point: 774 m

➌
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SCHMALLENBERG

WINTERBERG

MESCHEDE

WARSTEIN

22. SEPTEMBER 2019

https://www.sauerlandrundfahrt.de


AIR
Whether trail hunting on a mountain bike or manoeuvring turns on tarmac – pe-

dal lovers will be king of the air if they have an AIRFLEX mini pump with them. 

The small, compact miracle pump for mobile use now makes pumping up your ty-

res even easier, faster and more user-friendly. The secret? The “inflation” states 

when you open the handy soft dust cap: a hose is concealed in the heart of the 

robust aluminium tube that screws onto the valve with an airtight connection. 

The flexible hose provides plenty of scope for pumps. This protects not only the 

valve but also makes it easy to use. The soft compound handle ensures good grip 

and the pump fits perfectly in your hand thanks to the recessed grip on the front.

A SMALL PUMP WITH GREAT IMPACT
The small AIRFLEX pump also makes a great impact in terms of quality and ap-

pearance: the mix of sturdy aluminium and plastic-carbon components with SKS 

embossing makes the pump a must-have for design-conscious bikers. The interior 

compression tube is made of carbon-reinforced polyamide. With greater stability 

than conventional plastics, the material provides a thinner wall density and makes 

the AIRFLEX a lightweight companion on all biking tours. The mini pump is available 

in black or silver in the EXPLORER version for thick studded tyres (Schrader/Presta 

valve, up to 5 bar) and in a sleeker RACER version for narrow tyres (Presta valve, 

up to 8 bar).  

RACER: Length: 196 mm | Max. pressure: 8 bar/115 PSI | Weight: 105 g

Material: Aluminium/plastic | Colours: silver + black

EXPLORER: Length: 205 mm | Max. pressure: 5 bar/73 PSI | Weight: 132 g

Material: Aluminium/plastic | Colours: silver + black

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

ROADALLROAD MOUNTAIN

AIR SUPREMACY

AUTO
SCHRADER

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA

SCLAVERAND
PRESTA
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NEW

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airflex-explorer-black/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airflex-explorer-black/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airflex-explorer-black/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airflex-explorer-black/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airflex-explorer-black/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airflex-racer-black/


SEARCH FOR 
MEANINGFULNESS 

at the end of the world
Harald Philipp is an adventurer by profession. 

His passion is discovering unknown tracks. 

The extreme mountainbiker, sponsored by SKS 

German amongst others, has ridden on glaciers, 

volcanoes, the steepest trails and staggering 

climbing routes. Is there a further step up? Du-

ring his tour in the Himalayas he experienced 

that the principle of “Higher, Faster, Further” no 

longer applies to him. What did he find instead? 

Dolpo is the least known region in Nepal. The 

settlements in this region are among the highest, 

permanently inhabited areas in the world. From 

there, only lonely donkey paths lead further into 

the mountains, which make even the gigantic 

rock formations in the Alps look like dwarves. 

Harald Philipp would like to explore trails here 

that no biker has previously experienced under 

their studded tyres. He climbs uphill for days 

with his companions – with his bike on his 

shoulders. He has the feeling that he will never 

arrive at the top. Thwarted by altitude sickness, 

he eventually realises that the true adventures 

on this journey take place elsewhere: in the 

encounters with people. With the family in a 

mountain village whose kitchen is his home for 

a few days. With the old man whose smile on 

his weather-beaten face gives you the feeling 

that you have known him forever. With the 

cheering children who run behind the bikers for 

kilometres. In this way, Harald Philipp experi-

ences that you can also communicate at the end 

of the world with your heart and hands without 

speaking a word of Nepalese.

It is as if the bike professional would be rewar-

ded for his insight. The route back is spectacu-

lar:trails in a barren, treeless landscape, with 

gigantic white mountains in the background. 

Dusty desert trails in front of endlessly high 

glacier walls. Winding tracks in valleys with 

green rice terraces and monasteries with prayer 

flags flying from them. “Nepal was one of the 

most impressive trips of my life”, says Harald 

Philipp looking back. You don’t always need to 

go to the absolute limit to have great experien-

ces: “It is important to leave the beaten track to 

discover new things – and not least to find out 

about yourself.”

Photos: Stefan Voitl

Harald Philipp takes the audience with him on his breathtaking journeys in his PFAD-FINDER 

(TRAILFINDER) live multimedia lectures. With helmet cameras, he lets them look into narrow 

abysses leading into fathomless depths alongside soaring rocks. And he shows in an inspiring way 

how big and small adventures can help to open up new paths in life. Harald Philipp also presents 

a book of the same name during the lecture. 

All dates and further information at summitride.com
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https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://summitride.com
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The SKS MYBIKE APP provides a relaxed cycling experience. 

It navigates you through unknown terrain, records your routes and provides informa-

tion about dealer locations and service stations. 

A particularly practical feature: with the bike pass, all the data on your bike can be 

called up quickly.

+ Clean and clear overview

+ Intuitive handling

+ Day and night mode for optimum readability 

+ Speedometer

+ Portrait and landscape format

+ Easy navigation 

+ Route recording

+ Free map download 

+ Display of the next pumping station, inner tube vending machine, workshop

+ Bike pass

KO
STENLOS!   FOR FREE

!  
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Orange is striking, loud, fresh and bright. No other colour radiates so much 

dynamism – and no other colour is a better match for our requirements. It dri-

ves us on to give our best every single day. The vibrant orange in the SKS logo 

shines as brightly as the fire that has been burning tirelessly at the heart of the 

company for nearly 100 years. 

ENERGY

CREATIVITY

FIRE

P
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R
DYNAMISM

VITALITY

JOIE DE VIVRE
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CURIOSITYOPTIMISM

SINCERITY
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with tomato and salmon cream sauce
Heat the olive oil in a large pan, chop the onions, 
garlic and pepper and fry them. Now add the chopped 
tomatoes, grated ginger and spring onions. Season 
with salt, pepper, paprika and curry powder. Then 
season to taste with white balsamic vinegar and lime 
juice. Let the sauce reduce for a short time and pour 
in the cream. Then add the herb cream cheese to the 
pan and let it melt.

Cut the salmon into pieces and cook in the sauce for 
approx. 5-10 minutes. Season to taste with salt and 
pepper. In the meantime, cook the pasta according to 
the instructions on the packet. Dress the pasta with 
the sauce and basil on the plates.

Ingredients for 4 servings

500 g   Pasta
2    Shallots
3   Spring onions
1   Red pepper
1 clove   Garlic
1    Small ginger root
2 cans   Chopped tomatoes
500 g   Salmon fillets
1 tub   Cream
1 tub   Herb cream cheese
   Salt and pepper
   Ground paprika
   Curry powder
   Olive oil
   White balsamic vinegar
   Juice of half a lime
   Fresh basil

    Pasta 
 OrangeWorld



26" + 27,5"

29"

IDEAL FÜR

27,5
plus

PERFECT  FOR

Sufficient lighting on a bike is absolutely necessary especially at dusk, in 

the fog or at night. A good rear light in particular that can be seen from 

afar is a must. With the light and mudguard forming a single unit, the 

“nightrider” gains double protection on dark wet roads.

The NIGHTBLADE MTB mudguard is an enlightening example of in-

tegrated bike solutions and still looks brilliant! It not only provides op-

timum spray protection thanks to the adjustable front spoiler and ex-

tra-long back spoiler. The NIGHTBLADE also ensures greater safety in 

road traffic through the integrated rear light with approval under the 

Germany’s Road Traffic Licensing Regulations. The rear light with an in-

tegrated rechargeable battery can be removed and recharged via a USB 

connection. 

BETTER PROTECTION FOR NIGHTRIDERS

Wheel size:   26" + 27.5"

Tyre width: 3.0"

Weight:   265 g

Length: 550 mm

Wheel size:  29" (also for 27.5plus)

Tyre width: 3.0"

Weight:  275 g

Length: 620 mm

RUNTIME

7h
CH

ARGING TIME

1hNEW
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https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/nightblade-29-zoll-275plus/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/nightblade-29-zoll-275plus/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/nightblade-29-zoll-275plus/


ON A GREEN MISSION
His mission: 40,075 trees, 40,075 kilome-
tres. His companion: a bike made of bam-
boo. In order to set a standard for climate 
justice, Bamboobasti has been travelling 
around the world for almost three years on 
his self-built bamboo bike as a Plant-for-
the-Planet ambassador. He aims to plant 
trees in 34 countries and motivate people 
to do the same. 

Bamboobasti, whose real name is Sebasti-
an Gutmann, wants to get as many people 
as possible interested in sustainability and 
climate protection. Equipped with SKS pro-
ducts, he started his “Ride for the Planet” 
tour in Munich in June 2017. His route led 
him through Turkey to Iran, Pakistan, In-
dia, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Austra-
lia and New Zealand. He continued to Ame-
rica. He planted trees in Columbia, Panama, 
Costa Rica, Mexico and North America. 
How the idea came about? “I have always 
come up with crazy stories”, the 28-year 
old says laughing. “My dream is simple and 
yet a huge adventure. I would like to meet 
people who think and feel the same way as 
I do. And cycling has always somehow been 
part of my life since it was clear that I would 

have no great future in the football club”, he 
says grinning. 

Admittedly, it is a coincidence that Bam-
boobasti is travelling around the world 
with a bamboo bike. His affinity for wood 
and the concept of sustainability supported 
his decision in favour of an extraordinary 
bike. The strong partner at Sebastian Gut-
mann’s side is called Plant-for-the-Planet. 
The children and youth initiative helps him 
to turn his idea into reality. “You can do-
nate a tree for one euro, which absorbs on 
average approx. 10 kg of CO2 per year, thus 
counteracting the climate crisis”, explains 
Sebastian Gutmann. “It is very important 
that everyone makes a small contribution 
to a better world. I would be happy if all of 
us could improve the environment in this 
way.”

SKS GERMANY gave its customers a slight-
ly different Christmas present in 2019 in 
order to support the project: the company 
donated 2000 trees that were then planted 
by Sebastian Gutmann.

More information on the project and dona-
tion options at bamboobasti.com.

24-25THE MAGAZINE.2020Ride on

“My dream is simple and yet a huge adventure.”  

 
(Sebastian Gutmann)

http://bamboobasti.com


DESIGN UPDATE
More stability, more grip, more design – and a whole new fee-

ling when pumping: the AIRWORX PLUS 10.0 floor pump shines 

in a completely new look. A “gripping” update in the truest 

sense of the word: the soft-touch handle with comfortable 

recessed grips allows for effortless pumping up to 10 bar. The 

solid metal base ensures a firm foothold and good leverage so 

that you can easily pump higher pressures into the tyres. 

The easy-to-read pressure gauge, positioned at the top, is also 

fitted with a pressure release button, which makes it easy to 

reduce the pressure in tubes with Presta or Schrader valves. 

The new hose routing of the long high-pressure hose looks neat 

and tidy. Last but not least, the AIRWORX PLUS 10.0 impresses 

with its powerful appearance: the lettering looks perfect on 

the high-quality aluminium tube and the pump seems compact 

and modern with the plastic tube cover. The floor pump is fit-

ted with a MULTI VALVE head for all valve types and comes with 

two adapters for balls or inflatable mattresses. 

Height: 730 mm

Max. pressure: 10 bar · 144 PSI

Soft-touch handle

WITH ADDED VALUE

AIRWORX PLUS 10.0
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SCLAVERAND

PRESTA

DUNLOP

AUTO

SCHRADER

SV ▶ VALVE

AV ▶ VALVE

DUST CAP

DUST CAP

DUST CAP

NUT

KNURLED

1. Remove the dust cap

2. Check that the nut is closed

3. Pump (correct valve opening, see above)

1. Remove the dust cap

2. Unscrew the knurled nut a little

3. Press briefly

4. Pump (correct valve opening, see above)

1.  Remove the dust cap

2. Pump (correct valve opening, see above)

DUNLOP

SCLAVERAND

PRESTA

AUTO

SCHRADER

DV ▶ VALVE

T
ECHN IK-T

IP
P

S
KS
 GERMANY

THE MULTI VALVE PUMP HEAD

ONE FOR ALL!
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https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airworx-plus-10-0-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airworx-plus-10-0-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airworx-plus-10-0-2/
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ML-BordoMount
EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE

No innovation revolutionised the bike lock as much as the ABUS BORDO™ folding lock – and for good 
reason. Anyone wanting to protect their bike is faced with the challenge of finding a compromise bet-
ween weight, price, convenience and of course security. Since ABUS launched the BORDO™ folding lock 
series on the market 14 years ago, these four elements have virtually been in balance. 

ABUS BORDO™ 

FROM THE CELLAR TO A GLOBAL BRAND

August Bremicker wanted to make people’s lives 
a little bit more secure and set up a forge in his 
cellar in Volmarstein an der Ruhr in 1924. Even 
the first padlocks to be produced were synonymous 
with the art of forging, innovation, family cohesi-
on, entrepreneurship and faith in God. All of this 
made ABUS a global brand for security within a 
short space of time. Today, the company creates 
innovations each year in the ABUS research and 
development centre in Rehe in the Westerwald, 
such as the first mechatronic folding lock with an 
alarm function. Each product must prove its quali-
ty in modern test and evaluation laboratories and 
is continually subjected to the toughest loads. The 
individual test number on each padlock enables all 
the relevant padlock data to be retraced.

2006
BORDO 6000

2007
BORDO

COMBO 6100

2011
BORDO

GRANIT X PLUS 6500

2012
BORDO

6000 ECOLUTION

2015
BORDO

CENTIUM

2017
BORDO

ALARM 6000 A

2019
BORDO

6055 LITE

Many bikes from well-known brands are already equipped with the FIDLO KC TWIST bike base.
More information about the ML-BordoMount and the entire MonkeyLink portfolio at sks-germany.com.

The fact that the wealth of ideas, innovation and 
quality standards of ABUS are not exclusively li-
mited to locks is impressively reflected in the new 
ML-BordoMount lock holder solution that was 
developed together with the lock manufacturer 
FIDLOCK. It combines the simplicity of mag-
netic force with the security of a fixed mechani-
cal connection. The lock holder automatically 
locks into place as soon as it is held above the 
FIDLOCK TWIST bike base on the frame. The 

ML-BordoMount is firmly connected to the bike 
after pressure has been applied to the locking le-
ver integrated into the holder – even under severe 
conditions. The holder is particularly suitable for 
small and compact frame geometries. It is relea-
sed by pulling the locking lever on the insert. This 
means that the lock can be used flexibly on vari-
ous bikes – for sporty use on a trekking bike or for 
an evening tour on a city e-bike. 

AUGUST BREMICKER

Dimensions:  177 x 53 x 51 mm 
Weight:  200 g

FASTENING FOR BORDO

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/ml-bordomount/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/ml-bordomount/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/ml-bordomount/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/ml-bordomount/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/productcategories/monkeylink-en/


B O R D O ™  6 0 0 0  A L A R M

AL ARMINGLY

SE CURE
ABUS presents our first alarm folding lock. The proven high mechanical security is boosted 
with an intelligent alarm system. A precision, Made in Germany 3D motion sensor triggers 
a 100dB alarm when a theft is attempted but not with every gust of wind or accidental 
movement!

Also available 

with bracket 

ML-BordoMount!

THE OR IG INAL

There it is! The new INJEX T-ZOOM in a cool black colour. SKS GERMANY has truly hit the mark 

with the casual “stealth black design« because no other colour promises more power, strength 

and elegance.

The SKS compact aluminium pump with its »small black elements« not only looks elegant, but 

also impresses with the integrated telescopic function and ergonomic folding T-grip. Other fea-

tures include the switchable high-pressure level and the clamp lever for a safe valve connection. 

BLACK IS BACK! 

30-31

LENGTH: 
256 mm

MAX. PRESSURE: 
10 bar · 144 PSI

WEIGHT: 
182 g

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/injex-serie/injex-t-zoom-black/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/injex-serie/injex-t-zoom-black/
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Where do you put your bike bottle if the bike frame does not provide space for a bottle 

holder – especially in the case of e-bikes? The COM/CAGE VELO bottle cage system 

provides the ideal solution for the cockpit. The bottle is readily accessible on the hand-

lebars at all times and can be easily removed and replaced after it has been used.

The system consists of an adapter as well as the tried and tested VELOCAGE bottle 

cage from SKS. It is compatible with the COMPIT and COMPIT/E smartphone hol-

ders but can also be used without a mobile phone holder. In this case, the COM/ADD 

mounting system is available as an option for mounting on e-bikes with a Bosch In-

tuvia/Nyon display. 

▶ Easily accessible
▶ Firm hold
▶ Ideal solution for e-bikes if the 
 bike frame cannot accommodate 
 a bottle holder
▶ Weight: 62 g 
 

Name: COM/CAGE VELO

Highlights:

NEW

THE MAGAZINE.2020Ride on

On old railway lines through the land of 1000 mountains
The Sauerland – the headquarters of the SKS Group – is a true paradise for cyclists with its mountains, valleys, 

rivers and lakes. The SauerlandRadring bike trail offers the ideal stepping stone for anyone wanting to discover 

the region by bike.

Cyclists no longer run out of steam today on the 

tracks that steam locomotives once puffed along. 

For the most part created on old railway lines, the 

bike trail promises fun-filled cycling in the midst of 

nature. It connects the towns of Finnentrop, Eslohe, 

Schmallenberg and Lennestadt over a total distance 

of 84 kilometres. 

Along the route, cyclists can look forward to nu-

merous small museums and lovingly restored buil-

dings that bear testimony to the culture of industry 

and small craft businesses.  Relaxation seekers will 

find an entire recreation park for a relaxing rest at 

the TalVITAL vitality park in the spa town of Saal-

hausen. Another highlight of the tour is the nearly 

700-metre long Kückelheimer Tunnel at Finnen-

trop-Fehrenbracht. 

Anyone who still has not had enough after this lap 

can continue their cycle tour on the 40-kilomet-

re long HenneseeSchleife bike trail that connects 

the SauerlandRadring in the north with the well-

known RuhrtalRadweg bike trail. The route from 

Eslohe through the picturesque Wenne valley and 

on towards Meschede also offers them wonderful 

insights into the green nature of the Sauerland. 

More information at:

www.sauerlandradring.de

THE NEW BOTTLE CAGE-SYSTEM

https://www.sauerlandradring.de
https://www.sauerlandradring.de
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/com-cage-velo/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/com-cage-velo/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/compit-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/compit-e/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/com-add/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/velogage-black-matt/
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SKS GERMANY has been supporting young 

British riders since 2019 by sponsoring 

the Garden Shed UK - SCOTT - Verge Sport 

Cyclocross Team. The main aim is to give 

young riders the opportunity to develop to 

the highest level in cyclocross. The riders 

Oli Akers (15), Dan Barnes (17), Katie Scott 

(18) and Jenson Young (18) are trained by 

the British champion Nikki Brameier and al-

ready produced numerous national victories 

and podium finishes in the first season. 

“The material support provided by SKS GER-

MANY was a valuable addition”, explains 

team manager Tom Dussek. The AIRWORX 

and AIRCHECKER in particular were absolute 

favourites among the cyclocross riders. “It 

is very important to know the exact pressure 

to a precision of 0.1 psi/bar to achieve opti-

mum performance. With the AIRCHECKER we 

always knew that the pressure was correct. 

We would like to thank SKS GERMANY for 

their confidence in our team.”

Photos: Paul Young
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https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airworx-plus-10-0-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airchecker-new-generation/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/airchecker-new-generation/
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An interview with SKS product manager Christoph Kohnen

Christoph Kohnen has been working as a product manager at SKS GERMANY for three 

years. Born in Aachen, he moved to the Sauerland for love – and consequently to SKS 

GERMANY. The fact that cycling also plays a major role for the 33-year old in his free 

time goes without saying. Whether on a racing bike, mountain bike or gravel bike – the 

SKS products can ideally be thoroughly tested on his extensive bike tours through the 

Sauerland mountains. 

Christoph, how do you get inspired for new developments?

Most ideas occur during a bike tour. However, the problem is that a moral conflict then 

arises: either I cycle on and enjoy the tour or I cycle home quickly and sketch out the 

idea.

What role does the customer play in this?

The entire product management team is out and about at numerous events for SKS 

GERMANY every year. We have direct contact with the end users at the events and are 

able to get lots of new ideas from customer suggestions.

The product idea is born. What comes next?

The first sketches or even prototypes are discussed together with the development 

department. We can then quickly turn the ideas into prototypes thanks to our in-house 

prototyping team and carry out the first test phase. 

How exactly are the prototypes tested?

Either the prototypes are fitted directly to a bike and we test it “live” on the track or in 

our test centre. There we have the opportunity to carry out spray water simulations or 

vibration simulations. For pumps, we create endurance tests and check a pump’s limits.

The product is finally ready for the market. What challenges are associated with 

launching products on the market?

A major challenge is making a product appeal to as many customers as possible. The 

bike industry has many different categories and therefore many different target groups 

that in turn want to be addressed in different ways. We therefore create a market 

analysis before every market launch in order to get the best possible results for the 

respective product.

What is your favourite product from SKS GERMANY?

There are many favourite products. If I only had one then I wouldn’t be doing a good 

job (he laughs). But I had particular fun with the SPEEDROCKER. Our aim was to design 

the perfect mudguard and, in my opinion, we also succeeded in doing this. We have 

received so much good feedback – this makes you very proud.

What can we expect from SKS GERMANY in the future?

More digitisation, more integration and above all more product systems that 

complement each other. So things will remain exciting!

IT BEGINS WITH AN IDEA

“Most ideas occur 
during a bike tour.”

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/speedrocker/
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Real bikers know that anyone cycling on muddy forest 

tracks can not only come face-to-face with wild boar that 

have just wallowed in mud but you can also look like them. 

A mud mask and peel are good for the complexion but it’s 

no fun when the dirt gets between your teeth. 

By this point, our SPEEDROCKER comes into play. The mud-

guard set offers the perfect spray protection for gravel bike 

tours down tarmac tracks and brings a smile to your face 

instead of it being covered with dirt – that’s a promise! 

Show us your muddy face – numerous bikers posted their 

“loveliest” muddy faces on Facebook and Instagram for our 

social media competition with the hashtag #needforspee-

drocker. From muddy freckles to faces fully encrusted in 

mud – everything was there. Take a look for yourself:

#NEEDFORSPEEDROCKER

No fear of muddy 
bike tours

38-39

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/speedrocker/
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With COMPIT 
Reach your 
destination 

safely in traffic
Anyone sitting and riding on a bike with their mobile phone 

in their hand risks a fine of 55 euros (in Germany). It is not 

just phoning with a mobile phone in your hand that is not 

allowed, but also typing a message or searching for music. 

For this reason, a mobile phone holder is recommended”, 

according to the website www.bussgeldkatalog.org. Our 

COMPIT smartphone holder comes at just the right time.

 

But the COMPIT can do even more: Any mobile device 

equipped with an inductive charging function can be charged 

wirelessly with the COMPIT whilst you are out and about – 

at any angle setting and while using an app at the same time. 

Perfect for anyone wanting convenient and reliable navigati-

on without having to pay attention to the charge state of the 

smartphone battery.

More information at:

sks-germany.com/compit.
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IN GERMANY

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/compit-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/compit-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/compit-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/compit-serie/compit-2/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/compit/


Herman Braun was just 16 years old when he worked as a mechanic for the famous Dutch cy-

cling team. He had to pump up many tyres every day back then – with the predecessor to the 

Rennkompressor pump model from 1955. Herman Braun has remained faithful to the SKS floor 

pump to this day: as a manufacturer of titanium racing bikes, he supplies a colour-coordinated 

Rennkompressor pump with every bike on request. What prompted the 64-year old to do this? 

We asked him during a visit to Spijkenisse.

The workshop is like a fleet of high-tech machinery. Everything is modern, tidy and virtually clean – 

and yet you feel the attention to detail everywhere. Here, every bike is personally tailor-made – with 

innovative design techniques and in a traditional style. Early on, Herman Braun specialised in the 

construction of steel frames and set up a cycle business near Rotterdam in 1983. For a few years 

now, he has been supported by his son Dave (29) who meticulously assists him with the welding and 

assembly work. “With titanium you can build a durable frame with unique features in terms of riding 

characteristics and handling” state father and son enthusiastically. The Hone bike model was even 

one of the highlights of Dutch Design Week in Eindhoven in 2019: it was developed in cooperation with 

Delft University of Technology and is made with 3D-printed tube connections.  

 

ALL IN LACQUER

THE PUMP FOR LIFE
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But back to the Rennkompressor pump. Herman Braun has already had innumerable floor pump tubes pain-

ted and marked with his logo. SKS turns the tubes into individual Rennkompressor pumps. How did he come 

up with the idea of offering colour-coordinated pumps with bikes? “We make bikes that are precisely tailored 

to riders’ requirements. Effectively bikes for life”, explains Mr Braun Sr. “What would go better with them 

than a pump that lasts for the lifetime of the bike.” His son Dave goes on to say: Our first though was the 

Rennkompressor pump; we have been using it for years and know of no better floor pump.” The idea finally 

became reality after a visit to SKS in Germany – and so Braun customers can now look forward to a pump for 

life in addition to a bike for life.  

More about the bike models at www.brauncycling.com.

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/rennkompressor/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/rennkompressor/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/rennkompressor/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/rennkompressor/
https://brauncycling.com


A new generation of rigid tyre levers that combine their superpowers to 

make the world a little better for cyclists. In an emergency, they go-it-

alone and jump into action in the fight against the infamous flat tyre. By 

hook or by crook, they adapt to any tyre. But that’s not enough: when 

the trio made of high-performance plastic team up, even the toughest 

tyre can no longer withstand their leverage. Set: 3 pcs. 

https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/levermen-reifenheber-set/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/levermen-reifenheber-set/
https://www.sks-germany.com/en/products/levermen-reifenheber-set/


Even the shortest tour is turned into a „splatter tour” without the right mud-

guards. Water and mud splatter not only land in your face but also on your 

clothing. If the moisture penetrates your clothing, you notice an uncomfor-

table coldness and not only that: the rotation of the wheel also results in the 

following biker also being „mottled” in addition to the bike drive and frame 

suffering from heavy soiling. There are therefore a number of good reasons 

for fitting the right mudguards on the bike in order to ensure that you are dry 

and clean when you reach your destination. But which mudguard is for which 

bike?
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AIRFLEX
THE NEW MINI HOSE PUMP

THE ART OF FLEXIBILITY
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